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INTRODUCtioN
This corporate identity manual is meant to ease the use of the
institutional brand of Tikebit™. We’ve started with an exhaustive
and detailed analysis where we have construed all the possible
connotations, and once there, we have made-up an appropiate
solution. This way, we’re going to show here some of the integrated
acceptations such as:
•
•
•
•
•

- Creating the identity, brand and isotope
- Elements from Tikebit™’s corporate environment
- Logo in harmony: margins, versions and backgrounds
- Applying the Corporate Identity

Along the following pages we establish the basic
design and we compose the predicted possibilities
spectrum for the implantation, therefore, the aim
of this manual is to allow the designer to reach
the most accurate reproduction of our brand for
future representations, and also to serve as a
practical guide and reference for designers and
other people that have to deal with our brand.
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Building the
IDENTITY | BRAND | ISOTOPE

The Brand

3

SYMBOL, INITIALS
AND CORPORATE COLOR
It has been chosen as the symbol of this brand
the sum of the letters "t" and "b", which represents
the sum of tiket + bitcoin. It’s very simple and
easy to remember, since it complements and
reinforces the initials that accompany them, and
which integration makes Tikebit™ a solid and
easy-to-remember brand.
Tikebit™’s idea is as big as endless. It is
free, physical and digital at the same time,
technological and revolutionary, and the most
important: at everyone’s reach. That’s the reason
why color blue has been chosen since it includes
all of this concepts.

Building the isotope
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Building the logo
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Elements of
TIKEBIT ™’S CORPORATE
ENVIRONMENT

Corporate colors
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Corporate typefaces
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BRAND’S TYPEFACE
AND ADDITIONALS
Tikebit™’s logo typeface (also called Tikebit) has
been created specifically to conform the brand’s
identity. So in any case must be replaced, as a
logo, for any other typeface.

Open Sans Bold | Regular (Titles)

Open Sans is being used in titles.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!“#$%&()./?@

Karla is being used in sentences and texts; it is
also used in subtitles, always centered and in
capital letters.
For editorial designing, such as manuals, presentations or others, designers are free to combine
both typefaces as long as the production results
always harmonious, creative and accordant to
brand’s identity.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!“#$%&()./?@

Karla Bold | Regular (Texts, Subtitles)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789!#$%&()./?@
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!#$%&()./?@
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Logo in harmony
spacing | versions |
backgrounds

Margins and sizes
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MARGINS, MINIMUM SIZE AND
SPECIFICATIONS

margins
2x

x

2x

Margins provide the safe area for our logo, which
assures the visual independency with the other
elements in the composition, easing its immediate
identification.
The minimum size of Tikebit™’s logo for printing is
2cm for width, and the proportional height. In digital
media the logo must never be smaller than 58px and
the proportional height.

minimum size and specifications

58 px | 2 cm
10,8 px | 0,38 cm

Optionally, we recommend the use of the isolated
isotope for other proportions or, in the specific cases
that you need a different structure. The minimum size
for the isotope is 16x16px (favicon’s size).

Logo versions. Correct, incorrect and restricted uses
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Positive, negative,
black and white
Tikebit™’s logo consist in two versions:

solid version
Positive

Negative

1. Solid: most used version of the logo. It will
be used in most cases.
2. Outlined: an outlined version that could fit
in more creative contexts. Its use is recommended only in justified cases, and you must
prioritize the solid version.
The corporate blue color represents Tikebit™ as
a concept and brand, so it will be present in the
logo as long as it’s possible. Also, for the rest of
applications such as: dark backgrounds, printing,
engraving and others: Black&White or the negative
version of the logo must be the choice.

outline version
Positive

Negative

Logo versions. Correct, incorrect and restricted uses

Incorrect and restricted
uses of the logo
1

2

5

6

tikebit

1. Using non-corporate colors
2. Modifying imagotype’s proportions
3. Deform
4. Change elements distribution

3

7

4
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5. Using other typeface instead of Tikebit™’s
6. Append elements to the original design
7. Quitar elementos del diseño original
8. Divide the elements
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Pictures as a background

applying the logo over
different backgrounds
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corporate colors as background
Black background

Blue background

The maximum visibility, readability and contrast
must be assured in any application, thus we define
two kind of backgrounds: solid and photographic.
The corporate colors black, blue and white are the
most recommendable as a background for the logo.
If the logo must be applied over non-corporate solid
colors or photographic backgrounds, it must be
set to white, black or blue color, according to the
luminosity or compatibility with the environment
colors.
In the different examples, on the right and in the
following pages, we specify any case with different
kind of backgrounds.

other solid colors as background
Light colors

Dark colors

White background

Pictures as a background
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As we already said, the goal is to gain visibility,
legibility and contrast in the brand.
The artist who composes the image has freedom
to create as long as he respects the corporate
colors in the logo.
In the picture of the example on the left, we’ve
added a subtle black to transparent gradient,
since it is a dark image, it delivers a natural result.
By default, logo must be of color white, when
standing on top of dark or black backgrounds.

Applying the logo over a dark background.

Pictures as a background
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At the same way as in the previous picture we’ve
added a black gradient, we’re adding a gradient
here but this time white to transparent, since it’s
a brighter picture.
With the same purpose of keeping a natural
result, the generated gradient is subtle and it
doesn’t alters the original picture.
In this case, the chosen logo was the one of color
blue since it fits perfectly with the picture colors
(blues and greens), but as we said before, the
choice belongs to the artist, that must keep the
recommendations in this document.

Applying the logo over a light background.

Pictures as background
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CREATING CORPORATE IMAGES
Corporate images are used for: social networks,
website headers, blog article titles... adding text on
top of them is mandatory. Next, we’re showing you
a procedure that you can follow.

Title
blue layer 70%
black & white layer

background image

Aiming to highlight our corporative color and
spotlight the text that will go along with the
image, we’re going to desaturate completely the
image, we can achieve this by adding an adjustment
layer for Black and White. Over the adjustment, we
can add a layer filled with our blue color and set its
opacity to 70%. Now we’re ready to write text over
the blue layer.
In the next page you can see an example of the result.

Pictures as a background

Header image in "About us" section on our website tikebit.com .
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Pictures as a background
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Corporative background
We’ve seen several options for backgrounds:
background with solid colors (page 11) and
background with pictures (pages 13-17)
Apart of those, our brand provide of a fully
customized background, composed by a pattern
with huge variety of tiny cryptocurrency logos
and with a unified style. This background can
be used for different necessities, as it could be:
background for a title, business card, for a section
on a website...
When Tikebit™’s logo stands on top of our
corporative background, must be of color white.
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Applying the
corporate identity

Basic stationery: Stamp and bussines card
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Basic corporate stationery: PVC card
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pvc cards
The design on the left is a business card that
represents Tikebit™ in one of its physical formats.
This card advises to its holder of the PIN code, but
also has the target of opening a marketing visual
channel on the physical point of sell.
The cards contain the following information:
official logo, our slogan "Cryptocurrency bridge",
the redeemable code, tikebit’s value, date of
expiration and reference.

Tikebit™ in the different devices and layouts
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www.tikebit.com

